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statement
Pride Magazine celebrates its 25th birthday  
in 2015.
Over this time it has become the most successful 
magazine of its type in Europe with a readership 
of over 146,000 every month. 

Pride Magazine has dominated 
the black lifestyle magazine 
market for over 15 years.  
The Guardian

Over the last 20 years, Pride’s readers have grown to become 
a successful hybrid of the many cultures linked with Afro-Caribbean 
diaspora.

While our readers are mostly well integrated within modern Britain 
they still have strong ties with their countries of origin , be it in Africa or 
the Caribbean, whilst  integrating within modern Britain. 

Today, Pride represents this burgeoning class of young urban 
professionals who have grown to become more aspirational in their 
outlook and expectations than the previous generation. They are 
an upwardly mobile audience ( 62% are university graduates, or 
students, up from 23% when we began in 1991) making them an ideal 
readership to recruit from. However some facts still persist from Pride’s 
early days. 

Pride’s readers still spend four times more on hair and beauty 
than the mainstream audience (Mintel Report). And as a whole our 
readers still spend a far higher percentage of their income on goods 
and services, especially technology, than saving compared to their 
mainstream counterparts.

Pride is the face of this new young black Britain; outgoing, confident 
and ambitious, whilst still maintaining pride in their culture and origins.



WHY Pride?
While Pride readers are generally very well integrated members of 
the British community being a person of colour does lead them to 
requiring and seeking out certain information that is not available in 
the mainstream magazines.

73% of Pride readers stated that reading about 
role models from their community who are 

successful is important as it reaffirms the lifestyles they 
want to lead and shows that it is possible with hard 
work and commitment.
 

70% stated that the cultural references and 
stories resonated with them more than most 

mainstream magazines.
 

Importantly,
69%said they took note of the adverts in Pride 

because they felt that companies were 
targeting them specifically and this was something that 
would make them more likely to respond, as many still 
felt quite marginalized by larger companies.

87% stated that they found the hair and beauty 
information in Pride essential for keeping up 

with modern trends as this was not information they 
could get from mainstream titles.

It is also 
important  
to note that 
37% of our 

readers 
said that Pride was 
the only lifestyle 
magazine they  
bought regularly.



Pride Has over 
22,000 Twitter Followers
(300% higher than any other title in the ethnic market)

20,000 Facebook likes 
(Again over 300% higher than any other title in the 
ethnic market)

tHe market 
23% of black women in the UK read Pride Magazine 

at least 4 times a year 

26% are  
16-23

54% are  
24-35

18% are 
 35-45 

61% of our readers  
are not married

34% are  
married

5%are  
divorced

63% are in  
full-time work

33% are  
students

distribution
Pride is distributed across the UK by the country’s 
biggest distributer, Comag (Part of Condenast). 

Pride is sold in over 3,200 stores across the UK 
including WHSmith, Tesco, Asda and Sainsburys.
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Now…. Different. Better. 

Our dermatologist-developed 
formula helps strengthen skin’s 
moisture barrier…defense against 
the external world. It’s a lot like a water 
balloon. Moisture stays in, skin feels 
soft, springy. Has a healthy-looking 
glow. Use it for a lifetime. 

Dramatically Different 
Moisturizing Lotion+
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UNDERLINING 
THE DIFFERENCE

We value
diversity and

always appoint
on merit.

GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE OPPORTUNITIES
Lloyds Banking Group is like no other organisation – our scale, our vision, our commitment and our culture.
We have a unique offering for our customers, our investors and for you too. The differences between a career
here and at any other organisation are clear. Nowhere will you get the same scope for self development
and the same experiences. Nowhere will you be part of such a huge, industry-defining integration.
Nowhere will you enjoy the same influence and challenge.

When it comes to our graduate opportunities, it’s not just the scale that sets us apart. It’s the lasting
relationships we build, complex concepts we simplify and the extra mile we travel.

We offer Graduate Leadership Programmes in the following areas:

• Business Technology • Corporate Markets • Finance • HR • General Management

See the difference for yourself. Visit www.lloydsbankinggrouptalent.com
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CamPaigns

NEW  Dual Ended Contouring Stick

THE ART OF CONTOURING 
a play of light and shadow... 

to resculpt your face !

Makeup Expert | for black beauties

www.blackup.com

Available at : Debenhams Oxford Street,  
Croydon, Clapham, Luton, Harrow,  
Manchester Market Street, Ilford, Slough,  
www.debenhams.com and Morleys Brixton.

Stéphanie is wearing Contouring Stick n°02

ContaCt
Pride Magazine, Sales Dept.  
1 Garratt Lane,  
London, SW18 4AQ

Tel: 0208 8714 456
sales@pridemagazine.com
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